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The animal world Animals, big and small 

2 Animals

Have you got a favourite animal? 
Is it big? Is it small?   
Where does it live? What can it do?

Look at these animals. 
How can you divide them into groups?

a cow

a tiger

a fish

a fly

a bird

a dog

a whale

a snake
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on a farm in a house or a garden

a horse

a beetle

a monkey

a crocodile
a butterfly

Which animals live in these places?

in a river  in the sea      in a forest 

[00] Listen to Anita and Paul. Are they right?  



The animal world What is an animal? 

4 Animals

Look at the pictures.  
Which things are alive? Which things are not alive? 
Which things are animals? Which things are not animals? Why?

Write the missing names.

a fish
a fly 
a butterfly 
a dog 
a bird
a monkey

a tree

a rock

a flower

a tiger

a snake



All animals can do some things. What things can they do?  

True or false? Tick the box.

All animals can move. All animals can reproduce.

All animals can eat. All animals can fly.

All animals can drink. All animals can grow.

All animals can talk. All animals can see.

[00] Listen to Anita and Paul. Check your answers.  
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a whale a horse

a river

a car



The animal world Animal bodies 

6 Animals

Many animals have the same body parts.
Can you label the parts?

a head an arm an ear 
an eye a nose a finger
a mouth a leg a toe

Can you complete this information? 

A monkey has got one , one and one .

It’s got two ,  two , two and two .

It’s got ten and ten .



Look at these animals.
How are their bodies the same as a monkey’s body?
How are they different?
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a bird

a whale

a fish

a snake

a frog

a penguin

Find out!
What do they eat?
Do they have babies or do they lay eggs?



Have you got a pet at home? What is it? What is its name? 

Which animals are good pets, do you think?  
Which animals are not good pets? Why?

Look at the pictures. What can you do with each pet?

Pets Different pets

8 Animals

a dog a cat

a hamstera budgie

a fish



What do you need for each pet?  

[00] Listen. Tanika is in the pet shop.  
What does she buy? 
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meat

cereal

flakes

fruit

biscuits

Food for your pet

vegetables

plants

seeds

a cage

a food bowl

a tank

a wheel
a bed

a pump

a water bowl
places to go
with your pet



Anita has got a pet dog. It lives in her house.   
His name is Rex. What does Rex need?

Anita does lots of things for Rex. 

She gives Rex food and water. 

She cleans his bowl. She takes Rex for a walk every day.

Pets Looking after a pet 

Anita loves Rex. She plays with him.

Sometimes, she takes Rex to the vet.She cleans his bed.

10 Animals
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[00] Listen to Anita. Which picture is she talking about?

What do you do for your pet?



Renzo, Tanika and Paul have got different pets.  
What do their pets need?
What do Renzo, Tanika and Paul do for their pets?
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Find out!
What do you have to do for these pets?

Renzo has got a hamster. 
It lives in a cage.

Tanika has got some fish. 
They live in a fish tank.

Paul has got a cat.  
It lives in his flat.

a budgie
a rabbit




